It's well-know that the focal shift of infrared lens is the major factor in degeneration of imaging quality when temperature change. In order to figure out the connection between temperature change and focal shift, partial differential equations of thermal effect on light path are obtained by raytrace method, to begin with. The approximately solution of the PDEs show that focal shift is proportional to temperature change. And a formula to compute the proportional factor is given. In order to understand infrared lens thermal effect deeply, we use defocus by image plane shift at constant temperature to equivalently represent thermal effect on infrared lens. So equivalent focal shift (EFS) is defined and its calculating model is proposed at last. In order to verify EFS and its calculating model, Physical experimental platform including a motorized linear stage with built-in controller, blackbody, target, collimator, IR detector, computer and other devices is developed. The experimental results indicate that EFS make the image plane shift at constant temperature have the same influence on infrared lens as thermal effect and its calculating model is correct.
INTRODUCTION
With the widespread use of Infrared system in military, security and space exploration, the infrared system should be able to image clearly in wide temperature ranges. But the refractive index of infrared materials is more sensitive to the temperature than optical glasses. As a result, the change of temperature makes light paths change and imaging quality is dropping dramatically. This problem has caused wide attention in the fields of optical-electric imaging and has been the hotspot of optical design [1, 2] and information optics [3, 4] . Athermalization can reduce the thermal effect on infrared system imaging quality and image clearly in the wide temperature ranges. So both Athermalization and optical design need do further research on thermal effect on infrared system imaging quality.
By analyzing thermal effect on infrared lens, we found that the focal shift of infrared lens is the major factor in degeneration of imaging quality and the effect of aberration variation can be negligible, when temperature change. In order to understand infrared lens thermal effect deeply, we use defocus by image plane shift at constant temperature to equivalently represent thermal effect on infrared lens. Equivalent focal shift (EFS) is defined and its calculating model is proposed at last.
THERMAL EFFECT ANALYSIS ON INFRARED LENS
The study of thermal effect on infrared system came from Thomas' research [5] , he shows that a uniform temperature increase cause an increase in radii, element thicknesses and airspace, and the refractive indices of the optical elements change as does the optical medium which is normally air. At last, Thomas proposed opto-thermal expansion coefficient, which is independent of the lens form, being a function only of the properties of the optical material. So the change of temperature could make light paths change, that caused a sharp decline in imaging quality of infrared system.
The thermal effect on the focal shift and aberration variation
The change of temperature make the focal shift firstly. In order to figure out the connection between temperature change and focal shift, equations of light path are obtained by raytrace method to each surface i S [6] : 
V is the position of focus. Based on Thomas' opto-thermal expansion coefficient, partial differential equations of thermal effect on light path are obtained from equations (1):
Where i α is the opto-thermal expansion coefficient of lens which belong to i S , L α is the material thermal expansion coefficient. According to the temperature ranges, we have
, the partial differential equations (2) can transform into
Where
. Equation (3) shows that focal displacement is directly proportional to the temperature change. And the scaling factor C can be called temperature coefficient of optical system, which can estimate the sensitivity of infrared system to temperature change. The smaller C an infrared system has, the wider temperature ranges it can image clearly in. So the temperature coefficient C can be used to guide for infrared optical system design.
The lenses' surfaces of normal infrared systems are sphere. And infrared system design always reduce aberration. When the temperature changes, the surfaces are also sphere, just radius changed. So aberrations variation is small and its effect on imaging quality can be negligible compared with the focal shift. The comparison of effect on imaging quality between focal shift and aberrations variation will be illustrated in detail on experimental section.
Equivalent focal shift
Temperature change makes the focus shift but the position of image plane location is almost constant. As a result the infrared system becomes defocus by temperature change. Meanwhile, constant temperature defocusing is focus constant but image plane shift. Both of them are the case that focal plane and image plane are not coincided with each other. Therefore thermal effect, so defocus at constant temperature should be equivalent to each other and their influences on imaging quality are consistent. We want to find how far does image plane shift at constant temperature has the same effect on infrared lens as temperature changes. So equivalent focal shift (EFS) is defined to represent the image plane shift at constant temperature, while the image plane shift and focal shift caused by temperature change have the same effect on image quality. 
Where d is the distance from exit pupil to focus and α is inclined angle in image space. The wave aberration at this temperature is
In a similar way, when the temperature is constant, image plane moves from the focus position A to the defocus position C as shown in Fig 2. Because of the focal length not change, the real wave front is also A w and the ideal wave front is C w . So the wave aberration caused by image plane shift is written as
The wave aberration of this image plane location is
Based on Fourier optics [7] , if the two case above was equivalent, their modulation transfer function should be the same. What's more, the modulation transfer function is decided by wave aberration. Therefore the wave aberrations at different temperature must be equal to the wave aberrations at different image plane position. The physical experiment need get knife edge focused images at different temperatures. So we need evaluate focus level of knife edge images. As the motorized linear stage fixed on the mechanical vibration isolation platforms, the knife edge does not change in image. We choose an area of the knife edge as the focus evaluation area as the area in the gray box in Where D is the focus evaluation area. The focus position is the point make ( ) M I maximum. The physical experiment also need get MTFs at different temperatures. So the middle-wave infrared lens are put into the incubator until the lens' temperature is constant at T°C. Then get a knife image at this temperature. At last we used the method of literature [8] to get MTFs at different temperature. In order to improve the test accuracy and reduce the influence of noise, we average 100 images to improve the signal noise ratio. The R-square is 0.999, RMES is 0.0865. Then physical experiment was taken at room temperature (18°C). The focus locations of motorized linear stage were recorded at different temperatures. The results are show in Figure 7 and Table 2 .
Experiment about thermal effect on the focal shift
Because the motorized linear stage's accuracy is ±4 m μ , so the locations are read to one decimal place. The least squares relationship of physical results is 4 .55
The R-square is 0.9973, RMES is 3.7807. So both the simulated result and physical result show that focal displacement is directly proportional to the change of temperature. The temperature coefficient of simulation is -4.322um/°C, the temperature coefficient of physical experiment is -4.55um/°C and the temperature coefficient calculated by equation (3) is -4.123 um/°C. The error comes from assembly error of the middle-wave lens and the motorized linear stage's accuracy. 
Experiment about thermal effect on aberration variation
The Seiled aberrations are got at 20°C and 60°C by Zemax simulation. The absolute and relative variations of Seidel aberrations are show in Table 3 . From the simulating results, we found that the aberration variations are one order smaller than the original aberrations. It's difficult to measure the infrared system aberrations from physical experiments. So we compared focused MTFs Table 4 . The result shows that the effect of aberration variation on MTF can be negligible compared to the effect of focus shift when temperature changes. 
Experiment about EFS
To verify EFS and its calculating model, we design a physical experiment as:
1) Make the middle-wave infrared imaging system focus by the motorized linear stage at room temperature, at the same time record the image plane location X and fix the motorized linear stage;
2) Put the lens into the incubator until the lens' temperature is constant at T°C, then get a image A of knife edge generated by temperature change;
3) Compute EFS at T°C according to equation (8) We did the experiment at 28°C，38°C，48°C and 58°C. Each EFS with temperature change and the defocusing locations is shown in Table 5 . Table 6 . From the figure and table, we found MTF at temperature T and MTF of EFS according to T have the same distributions and the RMES is smaller than 0.1. That show image plane shift effect on infrared lens at constant temperature is equivalent to thermal effect on infrared lens. And the calculating model of EFS is right. 
CONCLUSIONS
Based on analyzing thermal effect on infrared lens, we have defined equivalent focal shift (EFS) to equivalently represent thermal effect and give the calculating model of EFS. The experimental results indicate that EFS make the image plane shift at constant temperature have the same influence on infrared lens as thermal effect. Meanwhile the calculating model of EFS is correct.
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